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" ABSTRACT

SOVIET AND AME.IICAN INFLUENCES ON THE ARAB-ISRAELI ARMS RACE:

A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Jeffrey S. M.ls-ein

Department of Political Science

Yale University

This research examines the extent to which the U.S. and

U.S.S.R4 have been able to affect the amounts of military spending

by Israel and the Arab countries, and thus help to control the

Middle East arms race with its grave potential for mutual destruc-

tion of Arabs and Isratlis.

Yearly quantitative data (1948-64) on the arms budgets of

Israel, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq, and on such

large-scale Soviet and American actions as trade, economic aid,

and military aid are used in statistical correlation and multiple

regression analyses,

Israeli and Arao arms budgets are found tc be relatively

independent of U.S; or Soviet aid and trade inputs, when con-

trolling for the past ex. penditures of each country, A few impor-

tant exceptions are that Soviet military aid increases Egyptian
arms spending, U.S, military aid increases Jordanian arms spending,

and U.S. economic aid decreases Israeli arms spending.

Arms spending appea.rs to be caused by outstanding Arab-Israeli

conflict issues -- the existence of the State of Israel and the

fate of the :'alestinians--anAl bL, the hostilitics, tensions

(including enemy arms i:icreases), 7,nd violence that stem from

these issues.

Popultion growth and technology relative to available

resources wre combined for a measure of iiiternal pressure, and

the relationship between this dimension and arms bpending was

investigated. Because guch internal pressure was found to be

highly associated with other influences on military expenditures,

no definite conclusions could be drawn.
The Arab-Israeli arms race is a part of the more general

Arab-Israeli conflict, and will probably continue as long as the



larger conflict continues. Unless American and Soviet lead.ers

nre aware of how limited their own influence is on this a-ms race

and conflict, they risk an involvement that cculd trap tham, into

an armed confrontation with each other.
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Introduction to the Problem
Israel and its Arab neighbor, involved in a deeply rooted con-

clict that has broken out into full-scale war three times since
1948, have engaged in armed violence against each other to this

day. They have also spent an increasing amount of Aheir resources
on arms over the years and have thereby added to the tension be-

tween them and the otential for mutual destruction.
Arms expenditures represeni an approximation of military

capabilities. They also represent political choices growing out
of felt tensions and needs. These choices invulve long-term com-
mitments, and are affected by short-term opportunities.

As embodiments of political choices, arms expendit res are
subject to influences. What influence have the United States and
the Soviet Union--who now vie for political and strategic dominance
in the Middle East--on the Arab-Israeli arms race? This question

is relevant to all who are concerned about further large-scale
armed violence in the Middle East and who wish to see that violence

and the arms with which it is waged reduced.

One must be aware that reducing the arms race will not it-
self remove the deeply rooted conflict- from which the armed
violence stems: primarily, the existence of the sovereign Jewish
State of Israel and the counter-claim by Arab Palestinians to all
of Palestine as their own; and a host of corollary disputed issues,
including the territorial boundaries of the State of Israel, the
state of belligerency between Isriel and the Arab countries around

it, the rights of Israel to navigate the Suez Canal and the Straits
of Tiran; independence, repatriation, resettlement and compensa-

tion of the Palestinian Arab refugee,; and possessicnof t'_ city
of Jerusalcia. A reduction of arms spending 4,)y israel an the Arab
countries would, however, lessen the threat represented by the

arms themselves to both sides, and release bodly needed resources

in each country for economic developemont and improvement of the

living conditions of the people.
Both th United-States and the Soviet Union have Acted in the

:;iddle E-st in pursuit of their.own.interests., So e of thoso actions

whet'-r or not they achieve their objectives have implications for

Arab-Israeli military spending. The United States has sought to
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k6ep Israel viable as a progressive democracy, maintain some in-

fluence in the Arab countries foi' the purpose of protecting U.S.
economic investments (particularly a three billion dollar invest-
ment in oil) maintain a strategic presence for the U.S. and the
NATO countries in tiie Middle East. Both the U.S. and the Soviets
wish to have that influence in the Iliddle East that would enable
them to project their military forces into the region, and also
be able to use bases in the region to project their military
forces, especially their cohventional military forces, into other
geographical a-.bas. For example, the Soviets would like to have
bases in North Africa for possible conventional military attack
on Southern Europe. Both the U.S. and the Soviets have been
greatly interested in building and maintaining naval strength in
the Mediterranean Sea, and having access through the Suez Canal
in order to be able to project naval strength to the Persian Gulf,
East Africa, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia. In ad-
dition, both countries have sought to maintain control over the
flow of oil to Western Europe and Japan. This control is of
particular concern to the U.S. in order to secure and guarantee
the nevded oil surplies for its vital NATO and Japanese alliance
partners. The Soviets have been interested in being able to con-
trol this flow of oil as a basis for influencing NATO countries

and Japan.
In this research it is assumed that the superpowers could

acquire and maintain long-term influence in the 14iddle East only
through sustained, continuing large-scale interactions with the
Arabs and Israelis. Both the U.S. and Soviet Union have sought

to achieve their policy objectives in the Middle East by, among
other moans, supplying arms, other military assistance, and economic
aid, and engaging in trade with the countries of the Middle East
as a basis for which they could influence those countries' policies.
Both the superpowers have sought to make the recipients of their
military aid dependent upon them for necessary follow-up training
in the use of the weapons they supply and for spare parts. Evcn
the type of training received tends to tie the recipient country
to the donor in that military officers trained one way prefer to
continue with the procedures that they have learned rather than
have to change to new weapons systems provided by another country.
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A general hypothesis in this research is that any unique politi-

cal influence demonstrated by the U.S. or the Soviet Union is

based upon long-standing commitments and support, such as repre-

sented by long-term aid and trade agreements,

Economic and military aid to Middle Eastern countries has

been used as both a carrot and a stick by the superpowers. With-

holding such aid-once established and once a Middle Eastern coun-

try became dependent upon it-could be used to influence that coun-

try's violent behavior.

The continuation of the arms race and low levels of violence

in the Middle East has been of advantage to the Soviets, for the

radical Arab countries have become dependent upon them for con-

tinuing military assistance to carry on the conflict with Israel.

On the other hand, the Soviets have had to be concerned about

not letting that violence become so great that they would inad-

vertently be drawn into the conflict against the U.S.

The U.S. has seen some advantage in the Arab-Israeli conflict, tc

for t'io Israelis represent an anti-Soviet bulwark in the Middle

East. The ability of the Israelis to reduce the military and

political influence of the Soviets by destroying Soviet-suppliednili.tM

capabilities to Arab countries could be viewed as an advantage by

the U.S. On the other hand the U.S. has also found that the con-

tinuing conflict represents the potentially great hazard of draw-
ing the U.S. into direct conflict with the Soviet Union. Thus,

Soviets and Americans have conflicting interests in escalating and

de-escalating the Arab-Israeli conflict at various times over the

years.
The U.S. and the Sovict Union have a great interest in know-

ing to what extent they are able to control the Middle Last con-

flict systematically, using these large-scale actions of economic

ond military aid, and trade. There does lie a g at danger of bUing

entrapped in a dangerous confrontation with each other over the

deeply rooted conflict between the Arabs and Israelis. The super-

powers could be manipulated by the Middle Eastern countries in

such a way that the proverbial tails could wag the dogs. If it is

true, however, that the superpowers do wield political influence,

thceo is the opportunity for .uporpowers to help reduce tensions
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and potential violence by influencing the Arabs and Israelis

tQ acquire fewer arms. Thus, there is danger and opportunity

ior American and Soviets in the Middle East.

The United States and the Soviet Union have not been the

only arms suppliers to the parties in the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Britain, France, West Germany and China have supplied consider-

able amounts of arms at various times since 1948 to countries in

th Middle East. Given these various sources of arms supplies

and the underlying conflict between the Arabs and the Israelis, it

becomes an important question whether the U.S. or the U S.S.R.

could influence the quantity and kind of arm3 acquired by the

belligerents. The pattern of hostile interaction in the M1iddle

East may be so well established that it is relatively unaffected

by actions initiated by any outside actor.

The Middle East raises some important theoretical questions:

how autonomous is a pattern of interaction among a regional set

of nations (a subsystem of the international system)? How much

is the regional subsystem affected by interaction with superpower

actors, whose actions in the regional subsystem are a part of the

lr-ger Cold War system? Put in another way, what is the affect

on one subsystem of interaction when penetrated by a larger system

of interaction?1  In Figure 1, the general in-.'ractions considered

in these questions and in this stUdy are diagrammed.

Figaure 1

SYSTEMS OF INTERACTION

U.S. Actions Israeli Military Expenklitures

U.S.S .R. Actions Arabi Military Expenditures

Methods and Data

In this study, the approach to investigating these questions

of superpower influence on Arab Israeli arms expenditures is to

use statistical methods to annyze systematically the dynamics of

the Arab-Israeli arms race in the past and the effects of major
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types of Soviet and American actions on that arms race. Thu
statistical ncethods used include bivariate correlation and mul-

tiie iegression andlysis.
Some comment is required on the variables used to measure

the larife-scale Soviet and Americai inputs into the M'iddle Eastern
countries. In this study, the amount of military or economic

assistance or trade is correlated in each year with the military
expenditures of each Middle Eastern country. An hypothesis is

thus made that it is the value of the aid or trade in any year
that affects the amount of Arab or Israeli military spending.
It can be argued that because aid and trade agreements are made

sporadically, influence over the M4iddle Eastern countrie3 is also
sporadic, and occurs not at the time that the aid or trade is

actually engaged in, but the tine when decisions and agreements
to engage in such aid or trade are made. This consideration would

hold true for economic aid, military aid, and also trade by the
"state" traders such as the U.S.S.R. and most of the Middle Eastern

countries. On the other hand, the capability to spend resources
for arms by the ;iddlc Eastern countries is dependent upon eco-

nomic and existing military resources. Therefore it is argued
here that the more the resources they actually receive from aid
or trade, the more these countries are able to spend for military

purposes.

Anoi:her note should be made about the data used in this ro-
search. This study uses only publicly available dcta. Data for

U.S. Hilitary aid to the Niddlo Eastern countries comes from
Overseas Loans and Grants of the U.S. House of Representatives
Appropriations Committee. It is recognized that direct loans and
grants do not represent the entire amount of US. military assis-

tanc . to the PlidL'le Eastern countries since 1948. The actu,!

amounts are harder to find and many are classified secrets by the
U.S. Government. these types of niiitary assistance would in-
clude, for example, direct sales of ammunition and spare parts,
or direct sales that were facilitated by U.S. economic assistance.

"Third nation" military assistance, at least to Israel, was at

times stimulated by the U.S. and frequently compensated fo. by

the U.S. For example, West Germany is alleged to have been corn-
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pensatsd by the U.S. for its substantial assistance to Israel

during 1958-1963 through the release of "surplus" U.S./NATO

stocks.

Simi2arly, in considering economic aid, one might add to the

official data on direct U.S. assistance to Israel such indirect

aid as U.S. encouragement and compensation to third countries

for their assistance to lrael. 4n example would be the large

German reparation payments to Israel in the 1950's.

One more comment is needed about the pctential influence of

trade on the actions of the 1.1iddle Eastern countries. For the
"state traders"--the Soviet Union and most of the Middle Eastern

countries--it is more directly apparent how the offering of trade

deals could influence the behavior of the governments. For the

non-state traders, however, we must make another assumption:

that trade influences the behavior or governments through their

uvsire for preferential tariffs, markets, credit te.ms, etc.

An additional data problem is that much of the data on Soviet

aid, both economic and military, is not available. One can only

use the data that are available, and use them with the understand-

ing that they represent only a part of the whole of Soviet and

American economic and mnilitary assistance to the tMiddle Eastern

countries. In using these indicators of Soviet and Anerican in-

puts, however, and making inferences about the relaticnships cf
these indicators to Middle East military expenditures, it is im-

portant to articulate the underlying assunptions. Ono such major
assumption, then, is that these commonly known assistances are

like the tip of an iceberg: they represent only a fraction of the
whole which is submerged beneath the surftce and invisible tc the

observer. It is assumed, however, that the proportion that is
visible ibove the surface is a constant proportion of the total

amount ovir the years. In making this assumption, we still must

remain cautious in the kind of inferences we draw from using these

quantitative indictors.

The Arab-Israeli Arms Race: Action and Reaction
A pattern of action and reaction in arms spending by Israel

and the Arab countries can be clearly demonstrated, and will be

shown before the effects of Soviet or American action% on it are
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ana.yzed.
Using annual data from 1948 through 19642 on arms expendi-

tures by Israel, Lgypt, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq, ex-

pressed in U.S. dollars at 1960 prices and 1960 exchange-rates,

one can note an obvious upward trend for each country. Safran
has described these trends in great detail, and I shall not re-

peat that description here.
3

When one looks beyond the trend for each country to the
relationship between Israeli military expenditures and the mili-

tary expenditures of each of the above named Arab countries,

one finds a very strong relationship. These relationships ex-

pressed as product moment correlations are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LEVELS OF

ISIAELI AND APAB MILITARY EXPENDITURES
t

1948-1964

Israeli Egyt Syria Lebanon Jordan Iraq
Militnry 0.89 0 03 09O0 0.84 0.9
Exl enditurest

Safra. used data representing a variable he named "real

defense expenditures." The product moment correlations, however,

between "rcl defense Jxpenditurus" and the ;ilitsry expenditure
data used in this study for 1948-1964 are as follows: Israel,
.)S; Egypt, .95; Syria, .97; Jordan, .99; and iraq, .99.

Th9 correlations between the military expenditures of each

Arab country and Israul within the same year are very high.

The tine lagged cor,.olations between Israel's military expendi-

tures one year and the Arab countries' the previous year, or the

Arab countries' one year and the Israeli expenditures the pre-

vious year for the years 1949-1964, are not very dif-erent from
the correlaticns between the military, expenditures within thu
same year. Tihese lagged correlation coefficients are listed in

Table I.
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Table Ii about here

These very high correlations indicate that each Arab coun-
try and Israel changed their military spending in the same di-

rection year by year. It is nost unlikely, however, that each
of these antagonists perceived a military procurement by its

opponent, evaluated it, decided what to procure to counter it,

and then spent the money for the counter-capability all within

the same year. It is more likely that political and military

leaders were each /ear responding in their military spending

to common tnnsions induced by armed hostilities--past, present,
and anticipated fcr the future. Thus, there statistical corre-
lations will not allow one to dorermine which side "caused" the

Arab-Israeli arms race. Influence between Arabs and Israel were

mutual and concurrent.

Because of the concurrent influence by the Arabs and Israel

on each other's military spending, the use of simple least-squares

statistical techniques would result in equations with computed

estimates of the parameters representing the amount of change in

one country's military expenditures per unit of change in its

enemy's military expenditures that would have serially correlated

error terms. The error terns would not be independent of the

explanatory variables in regression equations of the following

form:
A

Israeli Military Expenclituros t - a1  b, Eyptian Hlil, Exp.t + U1

A
Eayptian Military Expenditures t - 2 + b2 Israeli NIil. Exp. t + u 2

Since these conditions violate the assumptions of the general

linear :egression model, these parameters are not estimated

here. That task remains for further research.

U.S. and U.S.S.R. Influences

If the underlying conflict issues and hostilities between

the Arabs and Israelis were considered the cause of the trends in



military expenditures by Israel and each of the Arab countries,
one can control for the trend in each country's military spending,
and then estimate the exogenous effects of different U.S. and
Soviet actions ci the Arab-Israeli arms race. A form of multiple
regression equation expressing this is:

A
Country.Mil.Exp. tal+bCountryi1!il.Exp.t-+b 2 Superpower Actiont + U

Including the country's military oxpe ...ures from the previous
year explicitly controls for the overall trend in expenditures.4

The separate effect of actions by the U.S. or the U.S.S.R. can then
be estimatedl. If one does not control for a countr-'s past ex-
penditures, and merely correlates present military expenditures
with actions of the U.S. or U.S.S.R., one achieves a high but
spurious correlation. The correlation between any two generally
increasing series of data will be high, whether or not there is

any substantive connection between them.
This multivariate statistical technique can be used to make

estimates of the effects of certain U.S. or U.S.S.R. actions to-
ward each of the Middle Eastern countries and to evaluate the
strength and consistency of such effects. The large scale aglre
gated actions to be considered here include the annual amounts of
U.S. economic aid, U.S. military aid, U.S. Public Law 480 aid

(primarily agricultural products), the proportion of a country's
imports coming from the U.S. ("U.S. Export Ratio"), each country's
"special" importss for the U.S., the proportion of a country's im-

ports coning from the U.S.S.R ("U.S.S.R. Export Ratio"), each
country's special imports from the U.S.S.R., the amount of pay-
ments U.S. oil companies make to Iraq, and U.S.S.R. economic aid

and military Lid to Egypt. Empirical data are available for this
analysis from 1948 to 1964 except where noted otherwise,

The variables were chosen partly to use what is already known
about patterns of interaction in the Middle East from other sys-
tematic studies. Pearson has theorized about different subsystems

of interaction in the Middle East, including an aid dimension (in
which empirically the great powers are prominent) ,' a trade and
routine diplomacy dimension, a political conflict dimensior. (in
which empirically the great powers are not prominent), and a dimci;-

I0
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sion of policy approval or disapproval.6 Building on Pearscn's
work, it is generally hypothesized in this study th,.t if the U.S.
and U.S.S.R. have had a systematic influence on the Arab-Israeli

arms race, it would have been exercised through large-scale actions
such as military aid, economic aid, and trade.

Table III presents the rearession analyses for each country's
military expenditures first as a function only of its previous

year's military expenditures (to demonstrate how strong the ha-
bitual pattern of spending in each nation is and to represent
the underlying trend in each country's military expenditures), and
then as a function of both the previous year's military expendi-
tures and the U.S. or Soviet action for the same year as the mili-
tary expenditures. In this table one can use the F Ratio of mean
squares due to the linear regression divided by the mean squares

due to error and deviations or the multiple correlation coefficient
R (squared) to determine how well the independent variables in the
equation explain the variance in the dependent variable of military

expenditures. The product rionent correlation coefficient r ,. 1een
independent variables is given to show the amount of mul-

ticollinearity present. The regression coefficient u_ indicates
the change in the military ex, nditures for a countr:y (in millions

of U.S. dollars) for each unit of change in the dependent vart-
able (e.g., per million U.S. dollars of economic aid) while con-
trolling for the other independent variables in the equation.

The standard error of the regression coefficient (SE) is

given in Table III so that comparisons can be made with the re-
gression coefficient. With such a comparison, one can evaluate
the explanatory power of that variable. The t ratios of the value
of a regression coefficient to its standard error are not give
because the coef.icients were not derived from a random sample,

and because the main determinant of a statistical significance
level is the sample size. Calculating a precise probability of
observing a sample t ratio at least as high as that observed, if
the true t ratio 'wore zero --
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the statistical significance level -- is thus uninformative

since we know that the probability is close to zero and precise
computation of it would not yiold any important information.
As a common bench mJark, an asterisk is ioted in the table next

to a regression coefficient when its t ratio is greater than. 2.1.
This will be the criterion used in evaluating the influence of

variables representing U.S. and Soviet actions on the Arab-Israeli

arms race.
One should note that the statistical analysis here emphasizes

single equation regression. Thus, correlations among dependent

variables (each country's military expenditures) are not a serious

problem, for independent variables exogenous to the Middle East

are also included. Moreover, the basic assumption of each of

these regression equations should be understood: they indicate

what the effects of the independent variables on each dependent

variable would be if these independent variables were the only

factors affecting each dependent variable.
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Another non-statistical criterion of the imycrtance of an

explanatory variable should also be noted: the dollar cost/effective-

ness of various U.S. or U.S.S.R. actions. For example, where the

regression coefficient has a relatively small standard error,
one can c-ompare the cost to thi United States of effecting a de-

crease of a million dollars in military expenditures in one of

the Middle Eastern countries by giving economic aid as against
military aid to that. country.

Findings and Implications

Israeli ~mlitrV expenditures appear to be affected only by

U.S. economic aid; i.e., Israeli military expenditures have de-

creased about $440 thousand per million dollar increase in U.S.

economic aid when controlling for previous Israeli military ex-

penditures. These Israeli military expenditures appear to be lide-
~u 2. nt. of the other U.S. or Soviet actions entered in Table III.

Egyptian military expenditures appear to be increased by

U.S. economic aid (about $400 thousand per million U.S. dollars in

economic aid); Public Law 480 aid (about $730 thousand per million

U.S. dollars of PL 480 aid); by the percentage of Egypt's imports

that come from the U.S. (about $800 thousand for each additional

one per cent); and by special imports from the U.Z. (about $850

thousand per million dollars of special imports). In addition,

Soviet military aid to Egypt increases Egyptian iilitary expendi-
tures (about $1.07 million per million dollars of Soviet military

aid). Other Soviet or American actions entered into Table III

do not seem to influence Egyptian military expenditures systemati-

cally.
Lebanese military expeudituro are increased by special imports

from the U.S. (about $50 thousand per million dollars of special

imports), by the percentage of its imports coming from the Soviet

Union (about $7.07 million for each hundredth of one per cent),

and by the amount of imports coming from the U.S.S.R (about $690

thousand per million dollars of imports). The other U.S. actions

listed in Table III do not appear to be systematically related to

Lebanese military expenditures.

Jordanian military expenditures are increased by U.S. military

aid (about $840 thousand psi million dollars of U.S. military aid).



Other Soviet or U.S. actions entered in Table III do not appear
to influence Jordanian military expenditures systematically.

Iraqi and Syrian mility expenditures do not appear to be
sysfematically related to any of thd U.S. or Soviet actions en-
tered in Table III.

The implications of these findingjs are, in terms of the
variables examinedthat United States and the Soviet Union have
had some limited influence on the military expenditures of Israel,

Egypt, Lebanon and Jordan, but not Iraq or Syria, during the years
1948-1964.8

If Soviet military aid to Egypt wore not an important opera-
tive factor, these findings indicate that the U.S. apparently
would have been able to decrease Egyptian military expenditures

somewhat by reducing economic aid and exports to Egypt. The Soviets
could also reduce Egyptian military expenditures by reducing their
military aid to Egypt.The fact is, however,that t1i Scviets hrve been
increasing their military aid to Egypt since 1955, and this has
tended to override any dampening effect of U.S. actions.

U.S. military aid has apparently influenced Jordanian military
spending, -nd that spending could be decreased if the U.S. decreased

that aid.

In summary, while there are some Soviet and American actions
that have influenced the Arab-Israeli arms race, that influence
is limited in the number of countries affected, the actions of

the U.S. and U.S.S.R. that are effective, and the magnitude of
the effects. Theoretically, as a subsystem of the international
system, the Arab-Israeli arms ra:e appears to have a great degree

of autonomy only somewhat influuaced by the penetration of the out-
side suverpcwers. One might thus infer that the Arab-Israeli con-
flict is so deeply rooted that the parties to it would seek arfts
from other sources than the U.S. and U.S.S.R. if the superpowers
did not supply them; indeed, the Arabs and Israelis have been
supplied by other powers since 1948. Another plausible hypothesis
(untested here) is that the amount and intensity of armed violence
in proceeding pmriods is posit.ively related to arms spending. This
analysis suggests that the U.S. and U.S.S.R. can help their clients

match their enemy's increases, but only a little in reducina their
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clients' military spending, if the U.S. or the U.S.S.R. were so

inclined to do the latter.

What else, then, is driving the Arab-Israeli arms race besides

the action of the superpowers? Already discussed is the intense
hostility and violence of the Arab-Israeli conflict itself, which

im2els all the actors to acquire more arms in the vain hope of
buying more security, but which instead increases threat and ten-

sion . All parties are similarly motivated and respond simi-
larly. Two other impulses behind Arab and Israeli arms sp,;nding

must be explored: internal pressur-es in each country and inter-

Arab conflicts.

Internal Pressures

The relatiorhip between domestic conditions and international

politics and conflict has been discussed by many theorists and
practitioners. 9  In the past four years North Choucri10 along with

Lagerstrom1 1 and their a3sociates have articulated, operationalized,

and tested a theory explicating this relationship in terms cf the

ccbination of differential rates of growth in three theoretically
fundamental factors: population, technology and resources. A

somewhat altered model that is derived from North and Choucri '
theoretical work and uses the same three conceptual variables is
proposed here.

The faster the ,rowth of the po-ulation and technology of a

country relative to the growth of the rescurce base that can
satisfy the needs and desires of those people (e.g., goods) and

machines (eg, raw materials, etc.), the more internal pressure
generated in that country to expand the activities of that state
beyond its own boundaries, either to acquire new resources or to
spread out the population. I am hypothesizing that part of this
pressure will be demands for strengthening the military capabilities

of that country as a means of achieving threat of coercion the

desired expansion, to defend what ever expansion has occurred, or
to defend the home population and resources from potential attempts

at expansion by other countries similarly pressured. Thus, one
would expect to see increased military expenditures as this in-

tornal pressure increased.
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Since a basic part of the Arab-Israeli conflict is concerned
with which people should have a given territory, it is probable
that each side sees the other as expansionist (e.g., some Arabs
talk of driving the Israelis into the sea; Israel holds onto con-
quered territories). Thus, this pressure-expansion model may be
valid if for no other reason that each side in the Arab-Israeli
conflict strengthens its own armed capabilities in response t)

the assumed expansionism of the other side. Increased military
spending by one side leads to additional military expenditures by
the other side, and assumed expansionism thus becomes a self-ful-

filling prophecy in its effect on the Arab-Israeli arms race.
To test th s theory in this study, internal pressure is con-ce~talizd ,€Po-,ulation X Technoliopy

ceptualized as -lto- 'Ty / Technology is operation-esouirces
alizod as ener.y consup:)tion, and resources are operationalized
as GLos. National Product plus economic aid received from the U.S.,

U.S.S.R., and international organizations. Thus, internal presSLre
/Population X Energy Consumptioni.
kNI + -Ec6mf 'Aid- ceiv --

It should be noted that this particular operatio~nalization
of the theoretical model raises some --problems. The particular
operational indicators were partically dictat, by data avail-
ibility. However, by using energy consumption as an indicator of
"technology," and Gross National Product (plus aid received) as an
indicator of the "resources" of a country, it is possible that the

expression for "internal pressuro" would reduce to 1P%,ulation

if energy consumption were so highly correlated with GNP as to be
its equivalent (or multiplied by somie constant). Thus, in this
expression, internal pressure is seen as primarily a function of
population modified only by economic aid received relative to GNP.

The resulting emphasis on populeption growth as being the primary
factor Llerating internal pressures is consistent with North's

th-ory and some of the ideas of the population biologist which North
has incorporated into his theory of pressure and expansion.12

Table IV presents the results of the regression analysis for
israel, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Iraq, covering the years for which
data were available. 13 Table IV includes both levels and annual

changes in the level (t) of internal pressure and military expen-
ditures. The regression analyses indicate that when co.itrolling
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for the change in internal pressure, the level of internal pressure
appears to be an important factor influencing the level of military

expenditures in Israel, Eyt, and r. In Lebanc,,n the chan ,e

in internal pressure appears to be an important influence on the
level of military ex, enditureg wh.n ccntrollin, for the level cf

internal pressure. In Iraq, neither level nor change in internal

pressure appear important, Only in Lebanon does the level or
change in internal pressure appear to affect the change in military

expenditures.

Table IV about here

To test whether internal pressure remains a significant de-

terminant of the level of military expenditures when other factors

of previously demonstrated inportance--such as previous military

expenditures and certain U.S. and U.S.S.R. actions--are taken into

account at tiie same time, further regression analyses have been

:a.cde of more complicated models for each of the countries listed in

Table IV. The results of these analyses appear in Table V

Table V about here

The results of these regression analyses are ambiguous be-

cause of the confounding problem of high multicollinearity ia

these combined models.
One cannot really control one variable by keepinu it at a

,iven level while varying another variable with which it is highly

correlated, since if they are highly correlated, one must vary

with the other. It is simply the case that as operationalized

here, internal pressure, is hiahly correlated with the other vari-

ables of interest, such as some actions of the U.S. and U.S.S.R.

Thus, these regression analyses will not allow one to conclude that

the internal pressure theory is falsified. Internal pressure appears

to be associated with othur actions all of which are part of a more

comprehensive process that affects military expenditures.



Inter-Arab Conflict

Another possible contributing factor to the military spending

in each Arab country are actual or potential conflicts among the
Arab countries themselves. Safran states that Egypt's pan-Arab

ambitions lead Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Saudi Arabia to strengthen

their armed forces, although because of resource differences and
geographic factors this competition does not actually constitute

an arms race. The main 1)urpose is to deter potential domestic

rebels who might be encouraged by Egypt. Moreover, Safran also

notes that there is sporadic mutual stimulation to increase military

capacity among Iraq, Syria and Jordan.

Since the same kind of concurrent mutual influence is operative
among these Arab states as between each of them and Israel, one
cannot calculate the parameters representing reactivity of one Arab

country to another using simple least squares procedures because,

again, the error terms would not be independent of the explanatory
variables. Therefore, although not tested statistically in this
research, one might hypothesize inter-Arab conflict as a potential
additional factor influencing the military expenditures of the Arab

countries. This problem of mutual influence of arms expenditures

between Israel and each Arab country, or among the Arab countries,
will have to be approached in future statistical research using

methods of simultaneous equation estimation.

Conclusion
This research has indicated that the Arab-Israeli arms race

is primarily a representation of the basic ongoing pattern o.L

hostile conflict in which each side concurrently influences the

other to change its military expenditures. An inference, then, is

that until the basic conflict issues underlying the arms race are

resolved--inclL Ing acceptanc, of the existence of the State of

Israel and some satisfactory settlement for the Palestinian Arabs--

and the continuing violence spawned by these conflict issues is

stopped, the Arab-Israeli arms race will persist.

Finally, this resoarch has demonstrated that the U.S. and

U.S.S.R. have had during the 1948-1064 time poriod but limited

influenct on the military spendina of the parties to this regional

conflict, at least as measured Ly economic aid, military aid, and
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trade.

It is possible, but not tested here for lack of data, that

the superpowers have had some pulitical influence over the Arabs

and Israelis at some discrete points in time, such as when a 2ar-

ticular arms deal was being negotiated. Idiosyncratic influence

of this sort, however, would be a different phenomenon that the

continuous influence being investigated here. Nonetheless, there

do appear to be some large-scale actions of the U.S. and U.S.S.R

toward these Middle Eastern countries that affect the arr< spend-

ing of at least some of them, including Soviet military ai" to

Egypt. If leaders of the U.S. and U.S.S.R.. are concerned aiout

beinq drawn into armed conflict with each other through their

support of opposing parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict, then they

would be well-advised to study which of their actions has the

effect of escalating the arms race, whica of their actions o:erves

to reduce Arab and Israeli military slending, and adjust their

military aid, economic aid, and trade policies so as to hop re-

dure the arms race in the 'Aiddle East.

It is in the self-interest of 'joth the U.S. and tle U.S.S.R to

try to minimize the Arab-Israeli arms race rather than exacerbate

it, for tensions arising over concern about relative military capa-

ciaiijs c n t. '" o lr u-sc .i v-':o ce ' , oc Ar ., n Is z.lis
TRnger of unintended involvement and confrontation between Amnericans

and Soviets in such violence is real.

Finally, the Arab-Israeli conflict is generated and maintained

by conditions and anta-onisms lnr;ely beyond the control of the

superpowers. The influence of the U.S. and U.S.S.A. on the Arab-

Israeli arms rnce has been found to be limited. If the leaders of

the U.S. and U.S.S.R. are unaware of how limited their control

over this aspect of the Arab-Israeli conflict actually is, they

r4.sk an involvement in that conflict that could unintendedly lead

to World War III. The risk is not nol:ligible. There is a precedent

of bi- powars becoming entfui3led in an initially rejional conflict--

World War I.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Michael Brecher, "The Middle East Subordinate System and Its

Impact on Israel's Foreign Policy; "International Studies

Quarterly,13 2 (June, 1969), PP. 117-139.

2. Data were complete for all variables considered in this study

only through 1964. Hence the statistical analysis and

generalizations reported here strictly apply just to this

period. The reader may judge from other evidence or later

data how much the ralationships reported hold for more recent

years.

3. Nadav Safran, From War to War. (New York: Western Publishing

Co., 1969.)

4. Controlling for past expenditures when estimating current

expenditures is equivalent to estimating the yearly rate

of changa in expenditures if the regression coefficients of

the past expenditures are equal to one.

I.u., where, Yt - a + b I Yt-I + b2 Xt + up

then, (Yt - bl Yt-l) - a + b2 Xt + u;

when bl - 1,

then &Y (Yt - Yt-1) - a + b2 Xt + u.

It will be noted in the following tables that the estimated

value of the regression coefficient of past values of mili-

tary expenditures is often close to 1.

S. See Appendix for definition of ";pecial" trade.

6. Frederick Pearson, "Interaction in an International Political

Subsyston : The 'Middle East', 1963-64;,"Peace Research

Society (Internatioual) Papers, XV (1971).(This issue).

7. R. L. Friedheim and J.8. Kadane, "Quantitative Content

Analysis of the United Nations Seabed Debates: Methodology

aid a Continental Shef Case Study," International Organiza-

tion, XXIV, 3 (1970), )'P. 489-490.

8. It should be noted that Israel and Jordan have Paid for most

of the military goods they have received from the U.S., and

this variable of purchases through long- ;rm credit arran-

gemonts has not been included in tho analysis for lack of

COta. This variable might be shown to influence Israeli and
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Jordinian arms spending.
9. Quincy Wright, The Study of International Relations(New

York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1955).
10. Nazli Choucri and Robert C. North, "The Determinants of

International Violence," Peace Research Society (Interna-
tional) Papers, Vol. XII, 1969, pp. 35-37.

__ ,"Pressure, Competition, Tension, Threat:

Towar,. a Theory .,f Intvrn-ti'avi.l C,.nflict. " (Sta.nford,
Calif., September, 1969). (Mimeographed)

_"Aspects of Liternational Conflict: Military
Preparedness, Alliance, Commitments and External Violence."
(Stanford, California, April, 1969). (Dittoed)
Robert C. North, "Steps Toward Developing a Theory (Second
Revision)." (Stanford, California, April 24, 1967).(Dittoed)

11. Richard P. Lagerstron, "An Anticipated Gap, Mathmatical 'Iodel
of International Dynamics." (Stanford, California,February 8,
1968). (Dittoed)

12. Paul Ehrlich, The Population Bomb. (New York: Ballantine
Books, 1968).

13. Jordan was omitted from analysis because all pertinent data
were not available.

14. Safran, Ibid., pp. 47-248.
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SRPENDIX

DATA SOURCES

Real fefenaej Expenditures

Sources Safran, Nadav, From War to War, The Arab-Xsraeli
Confrontation, 1948-1967t (New York: Pegasus,
1969). Appendix A, Table A, p. 433.

Explanations "Real Defense expenditures are the sum of all
resources going to defense after price variations
have been eliminated." (Safran, p4 199)

Years:

Eypt (UAR) 1951-1964

Ii aq 1953-1964
Israel 19!-l96
Jordan 1953-1964

Syrif, 1953-1964

Military Expenditures

Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute,
SIPRI Yearbook of World Arman- nts and Disarmament,
1968/69." (New York: Humanities Press, 1970).

Explanation: Expenditures expressed in millions of U.S. dollars
at 1960 prices and 1960 exchang-rates.

Years:

Egypt (UAR) 1948-1964
Iraq to
Israel of
Jordan to
Lebanon
Syria

U.S. Economic Aid

Sources U.S. House of Representatives Foreign Affairs
Committee, U.S., Overseas Loans and Grants. 1966.
U.S. House of Representatives Appropriations
Coimittee, 1964-1968.

Years,

Egypt WAR) 1948-1964
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Lebanon



DATA SOURCES (continued) -25-

U.S. Military Aid

Scurce: U.S. House of Representatives Appropriations
Conmittee, Overseas Loans and Grants, 1964

Explanation: Approximate value of equipment and training provided.

Years:

Israel 1948-1964
Jordan 1948-1964

Public Law 480 Aid

Source: U.S. House of Representatives Appropriations
Committee, U.S. Overseas Loans and Grants, 1964.

Years:

Egypt (UAR) 1948-1964
I raq " "
Israel 1952-1964
Jordan
Lebanon 1948-1964
Syria 1952-1964

Payments of Oil Companies

Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Statisti-
cal Office of the United Nations, Yearbook of
International Trade Statistics. (New York: United
Nations).

Years:

Saudi Arabia 1955-1964

Iraq " "I

;oviet EconomiQ Loans to Eqvyt fUAR

Source- United 3tates Congress Joint Economic Hearings.
Muller, Jurt, The Foreirq. Aid Proqrams of the
Soviet o aI Cina. (Now YorksWalker, 1967) .

Years:

1948-1964



DATA SOURCES (continued)

Special Imports from U.S.

Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Statistical Office of the United Nations, Yearbook
of International Trade Statistics. (New York:
United Nations).

Explanation: Special Trade: "Special imports are the combined
total of imports directly for domestic consumption(including transformation and repair) and withdraw-als from bonded warehouses or free zones for domestic
consumption. Special exports comprise exports of
national merchandise, namely, goods wholly or part-
ly produced or manufactured in the country, together
with exports of nationalized goods. (National-.ed
goods are goods which, having been included in
special imports, are then exported without trans-
formation.)"

General Trade: "General imports are the combined
total of imports directly for domestic consumption
and imports into bonded warehouse or free zone.
General exports are the combined Lotal o national
exports and re-exports. Re-exports, in the general
trade system, consist of the outward movement of
nationalized goods plus goods which, after importa-
tion, move outward from bonded warehouse or free
zone without having been transformed." (Yearbook
of International Trade Statistics, 1966, P.6)

Years:

Egypt (UAR) 1948-1964
I raq I "
Israel of
Jordan is
Lebanon 1950-1964
Syria " ' i

Secial Imports from USSR

Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Statistical Office of the United Nations, Y b
of International Trade Statistics. (New York ;.
Unit3d Nations).

Explanation: Same as Special Imports from U.S.

Years:

Egypt (UAR) 1948-1964
Iraq " "
Israel 1949-1964
Lebanon 1950-1964
Syria
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DATA SOUACLS (continued)

USSR Export Ratio

S,:,. L:. Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Statisti-
cal Office of the United Nations, Yearbook of Inter-
national Trade Statistics. (New York: United
Nations).

Explanation: Exports to CountryA
Country A's Total Imports

Years:

Egypt (UAR) 1948-1964
Iraq "
Israel " "
Lebanon "
Syria "

U.S. Export Ratio

Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Statisti-
cal Office of the United Nations, Yearbook of
International Trade Statistics. (New York: United
Uations).

Explanation: Exports to Country A
Country A's Total Imports

Years:

Egypt (UAR) 1948-1964
Iraq it "
Israel "
Jordan 65

Lebanon " i

Syria "

Internal Pressure
Source: Hurtwitz, Jacob Coleman, Middle East Politics, The

Military Dimensions. (New York: for councion-
Foreign Relations by F.A. Praeger, 1969).
Depprtment of Economic and Social Affairs, Statisti-
cal Office of the United Nations, Yearbook of Intr-
natignal Trade Statistics. (New York: United Nations)

Explanation: Population, t'nergy Consumption, Gross National
Product and .,jd (t.3., U.S.S.R., and International
Organizations).

Xo~MAton.A Eneggv Consumption
GNP, + Aid Received

Years:
Egypt (UAR) 1952-1964
Iraq 1953-1964
Isr e 1 "
Lk.)anon 1957-1964
Syria 1953-1964
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Pages should read:

p. 3, line 291 "...Israel.."

p. 4, line 4 " ...oil), and maintain.,. "

P. 5, line 9: delete "violent behavior"; insert "military spending."

line 17: "... has also seen..." delete "to"

p.13, line 7: ".,. that the United States ."

p.16, line 15: "... North and Choucri

line 21: ".. and that nses ... "

line 31: "... achieving by threat nr crercion

line 32: ". . . defend whatever expansion ... "

p.17, linel6: "Internal Pressure"

p.18: No new paragraph at bottwm. "... combined mwdels.

00e cannot

p.21, Friedheim and Kadane page reference: pp. 489-490.


